FSL Cluster Meeting

20th July 2022

Venue: Virtual (MS Teams)

Time: 11:00 – 13:00 pm

Photo credit: Gabriela Vivacqua
Chair: Manuela FSLC

1. Supporting and promoting the localization agenda for food security and agriculture emergency response and resilience – Makur Achuoth (FAO)

2. Key accomplishments of CASS’s response through SSHF-RA1 and the lessons learnt – Dabo Gideon (CASS)

3. Situation update on Livestock issues from the LTWG – Wilson (FAO)

FSLC updates:
- *Election Results* – SAG and Cluster Co-Lead Membership – Isaac (FSLC)
- *Brief Update on CP-FS Workshop, 19 – 21 July* – Manuela (FSLC)

AOB:
FSL Cluster Elections: July 2022

Elective vacant positions

1. SAG membership
   • National NGOs – 1 position

2. FSL cluster Co-lead
   • National NGOs – 1 position

• Only National partners were eligible to vote
• Voting closed on 18th July 2022
• 101 responses received by close of voting
FSL Cluster Elections: July 2022

FSL Cluster NGO Co-lead position

- **Titi Foundation (Titi-F)** 37 (37%)
- **Smile Again Africa Development Organisation (SAADO)** 64 (63%)

Top score: 63%
FSL Cluster NNGO SAG membership position

- Africa Humanitarian Corps (AHC) 52 (51%)
- Child Relief and Support Fund (CRSF) 49 (49%)

Top scorer: 51%
Results Summary - the winners

1. SAG membership
   • Africa Humanitarian Corps (AHC)

2. FSL cluster NGO Co-lead
   • Smile Again Africa Development Organisation (SAADO)

Congratulations 🎊